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The FluidLogic system abides and provides so that individuals can put all of themselves 
into their activity/work. By removing simply one distraction (hydration), the athlete, 
soldier or enthusiast can focus exclusively on the tasks at hand. No distractions = 
optimized focus = optimal performance. 

Brent C. Ruby
Ph.D., director of the Montanta Center for Work Physiology and Exercise Metabolism

In the heat of battle, FluidLogic continues 
to deliver hours upon hours of hydration.

Felipe Nasr
Whelen Engineering Racing

FluidLogic is a game-changer in our race 
day hydration strategy.

Bryan Herta
Bryan Herta Autosport 

I’ve been waiting for nearly two decades 
for a solution like this. It’s finally here, and 
it’s far surpassed my expectations.

Ryan Hunter-Reay
2012 Indianapolis 500 and the IndyCar Series 
championship winner

I’m happy to have FluidLogic in my corner 
— and in my race car.

Ricky Stenhouse Jr.
JTG Daugherty Racing
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Pushing a button and having the right amount of water delivered definitely changes the 
game. It keeps you in rhythm and focus, ultimately increasing your mental and physical 
endurance

Bon Strout
Air Force SERE Specialist

Proper hydration has taken my focus 
behind the wheel to the next level.

Ryan Arciero
Arcerio-Miller Racing

With proper hydration, FluidLogic helps 
me compete at the highest level.

Bruce Binnquist
BDI Geiser Racing

For the utility that the mounted hydration 
system offers, the price is definitely worth 
it. I save on plastic water bottles, it frees 
up space in my bag and it keeps my drink 
cool all day long.

Andrew Liang
LAX police officer

FluidLogic changes the way I hydrate 
while on duty. Having hydration at the 
touch of a button, for a full shift, allows 
me to feel fresh even after my shift.

Bill Turner
Redondo Beach PD


